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Abstract

We give a simple set of two tiles that can only tile aperiodically | that
is no tiling with these tiles is invariant under any in nite cyclic group of
isometries. Although general constructions for producing aperiodic sets
of tiles are nally appearing, simple aperiodic sets are fairly rare. This
set is among the smallest sets ever found.

A tiling is non-periodic if there is no in nite cyclic group of isometries leaving
the tiling invariant. In E 2 , this is equivalent to requiring that no translation
leaves the tiling invariant. A set of tiles is aperiodic if it is possible to completely
tile the plane with comgruent copies of the tiles, but only non-periodically. For
example, a pair of unit squares, one black and one white, is not an aperiodic set
of tiles: it is possible to tile non-periodically with black and white squares but
they can tile periodically as well.
Here we give a new, simple example of a set of aperiodic tiles, the T (trilobite)
and C (cross) ( gure 1); in any tiling with these tiles, we will require that the
\tips" of the tiles meet as pictured at right. (A local condition such as this is a
\matching rule"). Two variations of the tiles are given at the end of this paper.
These tiles are among the simplest ever found, and are related to a a family of
aperiodic sets of 2 tiles in each E n , n  3 [10].
The reader may wish to examine a photocopy of the appendix with a pair
of scissors.
tips must
meet like
so:

trilobite

i.e.

cross

Figure 1: The Trilobite and Cross
It has been many years since an aperiodic set of, say, fewer than ve tiles
has been found. In all, this new set is only one of a handful of known aperiodic
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sets of only two tiles, and only the second in which the tiles occur in only eight
translation classes. On both counts, the set is tied for smallest known in E 2 at
this time.
We should list other notably small sets of tiles: The Penrose tiles occur
in at least three variations with two tiles each occuring at least 20 translation
classes [6, 11]. Amman's sets A2, A3, A4, and A5 have 2,3,2, and 2 tiles each,
occuring in 8,12, 16 and 24 translation classes. [1, 11]. Kari's aperiodic set has
14 tiles, which is large, but each occurs in only one translation class, so the
number of translation classes is small [12]. This was improved on by Culik who
reduced this to 13 tiles and translation classes. Very recently Penrose found
a new aperiodic set with 3 tiles in thirty translation classes [20]. Socolar [21]
and Danzer [19] each have an aperiodic set of three tiles, occuring in 144 and
168 translation classes. To the author's knowledge, this is a complete list of all
known 2-dimensional aperiodic sets with, say, no more than ve tiles or occuring
in no more than fty translation classes.
In higher dimensions, few aperiodic sets are explicitly known; in E 3 , Danzer
has a aperiodic set of four tiles [4]. Peter Schmitt has stated he has a method
of constructing aperiodic sets of just 3 tiles in E n , n > 2. In E n, n > 2 the
author has an aperiodic set of 2 tiles [10].
Schmitt has produced a single tile that produces only non-translational
tilings of E 3 ; often it is said this is an aperiodic tile. However this example
and others like it demonstrate that non-periodicity really should be de ned as
not being invariant under any in nite cyclic group of isometries. We would
prefer to call Schmitt's tile atranslational [5].
We now turn to:

Theorem: The trilobite and cross are an aperiodic set of tiles.
We must show they do tile the plane and that no tiling of the plane with the
tiles is periodic. The proof is quite typical for a \hierarchical" set of tiles; in
broadest outline, all known proofs that a given set of tiles forms only hierarchical
tilings are the same. We will present the proof in an informal style. Many of
the ideas are presented in a more technical fashion in [10].
The trilobite and cross exploit the structure given by the L-substitution
shown at left in gure 2. We begin with an L-shaped tile, and repeatedly
in ate and subdivide, as shown. Larger and larger patches of L-tiles, arranged
hierarchically, emerge through this process.
An L-tiling is a tiling with L-tiles such that every bounded collection of tiles
in the tiling is the image of a collection of tiles in some in ated L-tile| in short,
every part of an L-tiling \looks" like the interior of an in ated L-tile. That
there exist well-de ned tilings satisfying this condition is proven in [7, 11] and
elsewhere.
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Figure 2: the L-substitution and a portion of an L-tiling
In particular, note that each L-tile in each L-tiling lies in a unique in ated
L-tile of any given size, as illustrated at right in gure 2. (The thick lines have

been added to emphasize the hierarchy.)
Now, suppose there is an L-tiling that is invariant under some in nite cyclic
group of isometries. In the plane at least, such a group has a subgroup generated
by some translation, and the L-tiling will be invariant under this translation.
But then some giant in ated L-tile will intersect its translated image; any tile in
this intersection will then lie in non-unique in ated L-tile of a given size. This
is a contradiction and we have proven:

Lemma 1: No L-tiling arising from the L-substitution system is invariant
under some in nite cyclic group of isometries.
The following Lemma serves to show that the trilobite and crab do in fact
tile the plane:

Lemma 2: Every L-tiling can be recomposed into a tiling with trilobites

and crosses.

Proof Given an L-tiling, note every L-tile \contains" a trilobite (upper right
of gure 3). We can ll in these trilobites into an L-tiling; that there are no
overlaps rests on the observation that the \elbow" of any L-tile always meets one
of the outer corners of some other L-tile (lower left of gure 3). We can be sure
the tips of adjacent trilobites satisfy our matching rule by a simple inductive
argument on the in ated L-tiles.
That the remaining gaps will be cross-shaped rests on the observation that
if an outer corner of an L-tile does not meet the \elbow" of some other L-tile,
it meets the outer corners of three other L-tiles (see lower right of gure 3). We
only need to note the crosses can be placed in a manner consistent with our
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matching rule.

Figure 3: L-tilings can be recomposed into tilings with Trilobites and Crosses.
Consider any string of edges lying on a straight line in any L-tiling. Such
a string is to be recomposed into a string of crosses. Any such string of edges
can either be propagated forever or terminates at L-tiles on either end. These
two tiles must be re ections of each other across a line perpendicular to the
string of edges (this can be veri ed through induction on the in ations of the
L-tiles). But then the markings propagated along this edge are xed (by the
orientations of the L-tiles at the end) and are consistent. If the string is in nite
in one direction, the L-tile at the nite end xes the marking; if the string is
in nite in both directions, we have a choice of markings.
In any case, the L-tiling can be recomposed into trilobites and crosses.

We categorize tilings with the trilobite T and cross C . To facilitate discussion, we give some terms in gure 4. First, since tips may only meet other
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Figure 4: Vocabulary
tips, the inside vertex of the trilobite tile can only meet the outside vertex of
some other trilobite. Similarly, the outside vertices of a trilobite tile can only
meet the inside vertices of either the cross or trilobite, and thus, reading o the
sequence of trilobites and crosses in order across its outside vertices, a trilobite
is one of six types, up to re ection: TTT , CTC , CCC , CTT , CCT , or TCT .
Note that when we recompose an L-tiling as in Lemma 2 into trilobites and
crosses, the trilobites are all of the form TTT , CTC , CCC .
We can immediately show the con gurations CCT , or TCT cannot occur.
For if a cross is at the center outside vertex and a trilobite on one of the anking outside vertices, no tile can be placed between these without violating the
matching rule ( gure 5).
Suppose there is a tile t of type CTT . Then the trilobite at the center outside
vertex must also be of this type, with the sequence of tiles reversed; i.e. of the
form TTC . Furthermore, the inside vertex of t can only meet the outside central
vertex of another trilobite, or the matching rules will be violated. This trilobite,
it follows, must also be of the type TTC . So any occurrence of a trilobite of type
CTT can only be in an in nite chain of alternating CTT and TTC tiles. Note
that if there are two such chains, they cannot cross. In a tiling with a chain,
consider consider the result of sliding one of the components of the complement
of the chain, as illustrated in gure 6. Our chain will be transformed into
a chain of alternating CTC and TTT trilobites; by a series of slides we can
eliminate all chains and obtain a new well-formed tiling with only CCC , CTC
and TTT trilobites.
So consider tilings in which there are only CCC , CTC and TTT trilobites.
The reader should check that the interior vertex of any trilobite of type CCC or
CTC must meet the outside vertex of a trilobite of type TTT ; conversely, the
outside vertices of a trilobite of type TTT can only meet the inside vertex of
a trilobite of CTC or CCC . We thus can say that the trilobites must clot into
clusters of four, with a tile of type TTT at the center and types CCC and CTC
arranged about the outside ( gure 7). But now we are nearly done.
We now observe that our clusters of four trilobites| \2-trilobites"| are es5
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Figure 5: analysis of certain con gurations
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sentially large trilobites themselves when we consider how they may t together
(Figure 7). This observation is truly typical of all known proofs that establish
that a set of tiles forces the emergence of a hierarchical structure.
In particular, the analysis of gure 5 applies to the 2-trilobites as well, and
the 2-trilobites themselves can only occur in the con gurations CCC CTC , TTT
, and CTT . (Where C stands for a cross on the central outer vertex of one of
the trilobites in a 2-trilobite. Note the placement and some markings of other
crosses are forced.)
Again, we nd that any CTT 2-trilobite must occur in an in nite chain of
alternating CTT and TTC 2-trilobites, that two such chains must be parallel if
they occur in the same tiling, and that after eliminating all such chains with
a slide, we have a tiling with only CCC CTC and TTT 2-trilobites. These
must clot into clusters| 3-trilobites| of four 2-trilobites, or sixteen of our
original trilobites. And the exact same analysis applies to 3-trilobites, and
indeed continues ad in nitum.
In particular, consider any chain a of n-trilobites. Such a chain contains
exactly one chain of k-trilobites, k < n, running down the center of a, and
itself must lie in the center of either an or a chain of n + 1 trilobites.
Recalling that chains can be eliminated with a slide, and that as n increases,
the width of an chain grows without bound, we observe that:
Suppose a tiling with trilobites and crosses had two distinct chains of
trilobites. Then these chains are parallel and some distance apart. After some
nite number of slides, each of these is transformed into an chain in the center
of an chain of width greater than the distance between our initial chains. But
each chain of n-trilobites contains only one chain of k-trilobites, k < n. So
we have a contradiction. In any given tiling with trilobites and crosses, there is
at most one chain. Similarly, after transforming all chains of k-trilobites,
k < n into chains, one observes there can be only one chain of n-trilobites.
Now nally, consider a tiling with trilobites and crosses in which no ntrilobite is of type CTT or TTC . Then each n-trilobite is part of an n + 1
trilobite. Moreover, each n-trilobite, and adjacent cross tiles, can be recomposed
into an in ated L-tile (see gure 3). And so any tiling in which no n-trilobite is
of type CTT or TTC can be recomposed into an L-tiling.
We have proven:

Lemma 3: All tilings of the plane with the trilobite and cross tiles T
and C satisfying the matching rules can be recomposed into an L-tiling, after a
(possibly in nite) series of shifts along concentric parallel chains.
We note:

Proof of the Theorem First note that the trilobite and cross do tile the plane,
by applying Lemma 2.
Second, consider any tiling of the plane with the trilobite and cross. If there
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are no chains, then we are done by Lemma 1. So suppose there is a series of
nested -chains. Clearly no translation that does not leave these chains invariant
leaves the tiling itself invariant, since there can only be one family of these nested
chains. Now, consider any translation following the chains themselves. With
a nite series of shifts, we can recompose our tiling into in ated L-tiles out to
any distance from the center of the chains; in particular we can recompose so
that we have a string of in ated L-tiles larger than magnitude of the translation
along the center of these chains. Now this string of L-tiles is not invariant under
translation by the same reasoning as in Lemma 1. But then neither was our
original tiling, since all our shifts were parallel to the original translation.

Variations
The trilobite and crab are closely related to the Robinson tiles [18] in that
\nearly all" tilings with our set can be recomposed into a tiling by the Robinson
tiles and vice-versa. Moreover J. Socolar gave an aperiodic set of eight tiles that
more explicitly force the structure of the L-tiling and the techniques of [8] give
rise to a very large set achieving the same end. But, again, the trilobite and
cross form a small aperiodic set.
On the other hand, how can we be sure that other small aperiodic sets are
not equivalent (in particular the other very small aperiodic set, Ammans' A2).
There are several invariants we can check: in particular, ratios of the occurences
of the tiles, the di raction pattern of the tilings, and the point groups of the
tilings.
We can easily show, for example, that in any tiling with the trilobites and
crosses, as n goespto in nity, the ratio of trilobites to crosses in any disk of
radius n goes to 2 : 1. On the other hand, in any tiling with the tiles in
Amman's A2, the ratio of the ptwo types of tiles goes in any disk of radius
p n
,
as
n
goes
to
in
nity.
Since

and
tends to the golden ratio,  = 5+1
2 are
2
incommensurable, it follows that there is no set of local transformations taking
tilings with trilobites and crosses to tilings in of tiles in A2.
For tilings described by a \substitution", such as the L-tilings, we have
another useful invariant. The L-tilings are de ned through an in ation by a
factor
p of 2; Amman's
p A4 and A5 are de ned through an in ation by a factor of
2 + 1. As
2
and
2 + 1 are incommensurate (or more properly, as all powers
p
of 2 and 2 + 1 are incommensurate) we can be sure the L-tilings| and thus
tilings with the trilobite and cross| are distinct from tilings by the sets A4 and
A5.
In a similar fashions, we see that none of the other known small aperiodic
sets are equivalent to ours.
We close with two variations of the trilobite and cross that have simpler
matching rules, but are harder to show aperiodic. In the rst variation ( gure
9

8) we only require that black is matched to black, white to white and gray to
gray. It is clear that every tiling with the trilobite and cross can be composed
into a tiling with these simpler tiles (the centers of the cross and the places
where four tips meet become our new crosses and the old trilobites become our
new trilobites. The converse is not as clear as it may seem. The proof known
to the author is a huge combinatorial argument not worth the reader's time.
(The active reader can easily check how much trouble there might be by trying
to imitate the arguments of gure 5 with these simpler tiles.

Figure 8: A variation of the trilobite and cross
Finally, gure 9 indicates an uncountable family of variations on the new
trilobite and new cross. The edges of the tiles fall into two congruence classes.
Each edge in each class can be changed simultaneously; one may attempt to
produce Escher-like tiles in the shape of chickens, geese, shoes, or whatever else
one wishes. On the right is a tiling with one set in this family.
Note that any set in this family has the advantage of purely topological
matching rules: the only requirement is that our tiles have disjoint interiors and
cover the plane.

Figure 9: A nal variation
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Figure 10: The appendix
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